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The basis (e,) of the space of Maurey and Rosenthal is totally incomparable 
with itself. That is, (e,,,,) does not dominate, nor is dominated by (ektrr), when 
n(i) #k(i) infinitely often. This property is shared by the uniformly convex space 
of Maurey and Rosenthal and two Banach spaces constructed in similar manners 
but with unconditional bases. A basis dominated but not equivalent to its shift is 
constructed. c 1991 Academic Press. Inc 
In 1977, B. Maurey and H. P. Rosenthal [S] (or see [3, pp. 28-291) con- 
structed a weakly null basis (e,) which has no unconditional subsequence. 
We will show that this basis (e,) has another interesting property: it is 
totally incomparable with itself (Theorem 1.1). By this we mean that two 
subsequences (enCiJ and (e,(,,) of (e,) are either eventually identical 
n(i) E m(i) for large i) or neither subsequence dominates the other. In 
particular, no subsequence (e,,(,,) is equivalent to its shift (e,,(;+ 1,) and no 
subsequence of (e,) is equivalent to a “square” of a basis. The square 
of the basis (x,) of X is the basis X@X given by 
((XI, 01, (0, Xl), (x2,0), (0,x*), (x3,0), (0, X3)> . ..I. 
Indeed, this shows many conjectures of the vague form “One can improve 
the properties of any basis by passing to a subsequence” are doomed. 
To put these results into context consider two open questions about 
Banach spaces: 
(1) (The Hyperplane Problem) Is each infinite dimensional Banach 
space X isomorphic to its one co-dimensional subspaces? (Or even does X 
have a subspace Y which has this hyperplane property?) 
(2) Does each infinite dimensional X contains a square? (That is, 
does X contain a subspace Y which is isomorphic to Z@Z, for some 
infinite dimensional Z?) 
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The results above on (e,) show that the analogous questions for sub- 
sequences of bases have negative answers-ven for one-sided estimates. In 
contrast, most of the known positive answers to questions (1) and (2) use 
properties of a basis of the space X. (See for instance Banach’s book [ 1, 
pp. 198-1121 or the proof of Theorem 4.2.) Theorem 4.2 shows that the 
answers to both questions is positive for X the space of Maurey and 
Rosenthal. 
The Maurey-Rosenthal example has a uniformly convex variation (see 
[S] or [4, pp. 231-2321). We show how to unconditionalize both of these 
examples. All four of these spaces have a basis which is totally incom- 
parable with itself. These spaces are called E, F, G, and H are defined in 
Section 0. 
Proposition 2.1 shows the property of (e,) being totally incomparable 
with itself is equivalent to the formally stronger condition (e,,,,) is incom- 
parable with (ekcncijJ) for each permutation rc whenever n(i) #k(i) infinitely 
often. Theorem 3.1 shows there are “few” operators on G and H, the spaces 
with unconditional basis. Indeed, the off-diagonal elements of the matrix of 
a bounded operator on either G or H must belong to cO. Of course the 
results of Section 4 show there are lots of non-compact off-diagonal 
operators. 
Proposition 5.1 is a slightly different result about bases. It says it is 
possible for a basis (e,) to be dominated by its shift (ej+ i) while not being 
equivalent to its shift. However, in this example there are subsequences 
(en(,)) equivalent to the usual I,-basis. Our interest in this example comes 
from [2] where they ask if a right dominant bases must be left dominant. 
The example in Section 5 is not a counterexample to this question. 
However, a right dominant basis with the property of the space of 
Proposition 5.1 would be a counterexample. (See the remarks at the end 
of Section 1 of [2].) 
This work benefited from the author’s discussions with P. G. Casazza, 
E. Odell, and H. P. Rosenthal. Most of this research was done while the 
author was at the University of Texas at Austin. 
0. DEFINITIONS 
The basis (e,) is said to dominate the basis (f,), if for each scalar 
sequence (a,), the convergence of C cc,e, implies the convergence of 
C clnfn. Equivalently, this means the natural map for [e,] to [f,] is 
bounded. Two bases (e,) and (f,,) are incomparable if neither dominates the 
other. Two bases (e,) and (f,,) are totally incomparable if any two sub- 
sequences (e,(,,) of (e,) and (fnci,) of (f,) are incomparable. Since (e,) is 
always equivalent with itself a basis is said to be totally incomparable with 
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itself if for any two subsequences (e,zCi,) and (e,,,,) of (e,) either n(i) 5 m(i) 
for large i or (e,(,,) and (e,(,,) are incomparable. 
EXAMPLE 0.1. Following [3], we describe four spaces based on the 
Maurey-Rosenthal construction. All four of these spaces have the following 
notation in common: 
(0.1) an E with OCE< 1; 
(0.2) an increasing integer sequence M = (m(i))?= r with m( 1) = 1 and 
(0.2.1) 
(0.3) A one-to-one function I,+ from the set of all finite subsets of the 
positive integers into M which gives satisfies 
$(a) > card(a); (0.3.1) 
(0.4) define A to be the collection of all sequences S = (a,):= r of 
finite subsets of N so that 
(0.4.1) card(a,) = 1 
(0.4.2) min(rr,+ r) > max(o,) 
(0.4.3) card(a,+,)=II/(U;=, ai). 
From the above it follows that 
(0.4.4) card(a,+ r) > card(o,); 
(0.4.5) if 6 = (a,) and y = (r,)~ A and for some i, j, card(ai) = 
card(t,) then i = j and 6, = z,, for 16 y1< i - 1. 
For 6 = (cr,) E A, let E6 and G6 be defined on eventually zero scalar 








IlxllG = sup(G,(x): 6 E A}. (0.54) 
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It is clear that the unit vectors (e,)r= i form a monotone basis in both of 
these norms and that (e,) is unconditional in I/ . (1 G. Let E be the comple- 
tion of [ei] in I(. IIE; this is the original example of Maurey and Rosenthal. 
Let G be the completion of [ei] in 11. IIG; this is the “unconditionalized” 
space obtained from E. We obtain uniformly convex spaces F and H by the 
Lions-Peetre interpolation by F= [E, 12] 1,2,2 and H = [G, 12] 1,2,2. The 
space F is the space ,!? of [4, p. 2321 and it was also constructed by Maurey 
and Rosenthal [S]. 
For each 6 = (aj) E A we define a block basic sequence (uj) = (u,“) by 





1. TOTALLY INCOMPARABLE BASES 
THEOREM 1.1. In each of the spaces E, F, G, and H, the basis (e,) is 
totally incomparable with itselJ: 
Proof Let (e,(,,) and (ekCij) be two subsequences of (e,) and suppose 
(n(i)) and (k(i)) are not eventually equal. We can find a subsequence (ii) 
so that for allj 
min{n(i,), k(i,)} < max(n(ij), k(i,)} < min{n(i,+ 1), k(i,+ ,)}. (1.1) 
If (e,(,)) dominated (ekCij), then (e,C,l,) would dominate (e,C,l,). Thus 
by passing to subsequences and renumbering, we complete the proof by 
showing (e,(,,) does not dominate (ekCij) for subsequences with 
{n(i): i= 1,2, . ..} n {k(i): i= 1, 2, . ..} =0. (1.2) 
Inductively define c?=(a,)~A and z=(t,)$A by a,={k(l)}, 
ri = {n(l)} and if oi and ri are defined for i < j with max a/- = k(p) (and 
hence max r, = n(p)) then 
aj+i={k(p+i):16i<$ b crj 








The condition (0.4.5) shows r = (r,) 4 A while clearly 6 E A. Let (uj) = (u,“) 
given by (0.6) and (vi) = (u;). Note that if (e,(,,) dominates (ekCij), then the 
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natural map [e,,,,,] + [e,,i,] maps the sequence (21,) onto (u,) and hence 
for some constant C < ccj and any eventually zero scalar sequence (z,), 
(1.3) 
We complete the proof by showing (1.3) is false for each of the spaces E, 
F, G, and H. 
First we obtain lower estimates on ilCT= I u.~~I. Since E,(z;=, u,) = 
Ga(C,“, , Uj) = n, we have Ilium=, u,Il E, IICy=, u,II~ > n. For the norms F and 
H, we first need a dual estimate. Let (ey) be the coefficient functionals to 
(e,) and let 
(1.4) 
By the definition of the norm in E and G we have l/c,“=, u,?IIE*, 
IlC~=, z++IIG8 d 1. Using F* = [E*, I:],,,,,, H* = [F*, f:],,z,2, and [4, 
pp. 226-2271 we have for some constant C 
and similarly Ilcj”= i u,+/I G* < Cn’j4. Since (EYE, u,?)(~Jn=i u,)=n, we have 
both IlCq, i ujliF and IlCj”= i UjllH > Cn3j4. 
Next we estimate Ilc;=, 0~11~. Let y = (yj) E A. If card y, = 
card rk( = card ok) for some j and k, then j = k and yI = 0; for 1 < i < j - 1 
by (0.4.5). Since U bin lJ ri = a, for at most one j is card yj= card rk 
and Yjn(U ‘i)=/zI~ Now E, (C7= 1 vi) =YZ’= 1C,? 1 card(wyj)l 
dm has at most one term with card(rin yi) #O and card ri= 
card y,. Hence, in all the other cases, if card(ti n y,) # 0 we can estimate 
card(r, n yj) 
card ri card yj 
and so by (0.21) 
Therefore IlC;, 1 ui(IE < 2. Since all the coefficients in C;= i ui are non- 
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negative, IICY= I uill G = IICY= I uill E is also bounded above. Using our inter- 
polation estimates again yields 
These estimates contradict (1.3) and the proof is complete. i 
2. PERMUTATIONS OF BASES 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Zf (e,) is totally incomparable with itself, (n(i)) and 
(m(i)) are subsequence and n is a permutation on N then either n(i) = m(i) 
for large i or (e,(,,) and (e,C,(i,,) are incomparable. 
We obtain the following immediate corollary: 
COROLLARY 2.2. In each of the spaces E, F, G, and H, if (e,(,,) 
dominates (e,(,(,)) ) for some subsequences (e,(,,) and (e,(,)) and permutation 
n, then n(i) = k(i) and x(i) = i for large i. 
Proof of the Proposition. Suppose (e,(,,) dominates (e,(,(,,,). First, if 
n(i) = k(i), but z(i) # i infinitely often, then we can find a subspaces (i,) so 
that n(i,) #k(z(i,)). By passing to a further subsequence, if necessary, we 
may assume for all j 
min{n(i,), k(7r(ij))} <max{n(i,), k(7r(i,))} 
< min(n(ij+ I), k(n(ij+ l))}. (2.1) 
Now (2.1) is a contradiction to (e,) being totally incomparable with itself. 
Thus if n(i) = k(i), for large i, then rc(i) = i, for large i. 
Now suppose n(i) #k(i) for infinitely many i. We may assume n(i) = k(i) 
for at most finitely many i. If not let (i,) be the subsequence list of 
{i: n(i) = k(i)}. By the first case, we have n($) = ii, for large j. Deleting 
fry;= k(i): x(i) = i} yields subsequences with n(i) = k(i) at most finitely 
Since n(i) = k(i) for only finitely many i, we can throw these values away, 
and make only finitely many changes to the permutation 71, to obtain sub- 
sequences n(i) #k(i) for all i and so that (e,(,,) dominates (ekCnCiJ. 
If n(i) # k(z(i)) infinitely often, we could find a subsequence (i,) satisfy- 
ing (2.1). Thus a tail end of the sequences satisfy n(i) # k(i) and 
n(i) = k(x(i)) for all i. But this is not possible since either n( 1) < k( 1) or 
n(l)>k(l). 1 
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3. BOUNDED OPERATORS 
It is well known [3, p. 203 that a bounded linear operator T: X-+ Y, 
between Banach spaces with bases (xi) for X and ( .vi) for Y, can be 
represented by a matrix A = (a,,.,), so that Tx, = Cl%, a;,,~,. If both (x,) 
and (y,) are unconditional, then the diagonal operator D(C b,u,)= 
C bia,, y, is also a bounded operator. Finally if (xi) is unconditional, then 
M,(C b,xi) = 1 hi;(,x, is a bounded operator if and only if i = (I,,,) is a 
bounded scalar sequence. 
The following theorem says that for X= G or X= H, then X has “few” 
operators. Indeed every operator on X is “close” to a diagonal operator on 
X’s unconditional basis. Although the basis for X shows this rigidity, we 
will see in the next section that there is still room for interesting operators 
on X. 
THEOREM 3.1. If C= G or Hand T: X + X is represented by the matrix 
A = (a, j), then the off-diagonal entries of A belong to co(N x N). 
Proqfi Suppose T: X--f X is a bounded linear map. By considering 
T-D, we may assume that the diagonal entries in A = (ai.,) are zero. 
Suppose (M,~) is not in co(N x N). Then there is an E>O so that the set 
I= {(i, j) E N x N: Ic(~, j( > E} is infinite. Since Txi = cj to;, jxj E X, we have 
for a fixed i, (E~,~),:, EC,, and In {(i,j):j= 1, 2, . ..} is finite. 
Also for a fixed j, we have (a,j)zl~~O and Zn{(i,j):i=l,2,...} is 
finite. If not, then by multiplying T by a scalar if necessary we may assume 
some (ik)Tz, so that ~I,,~>E for all k. We can find 6 = (a,)~d so 
that Uo,c{i,:k=l,2 ,... }, let (u,)=(u~) be as in (0.6). Since 
I]( l/p) XI=, u,(I < 2, but the jth coefficient of T(( l/p) nR= i u,) is at least 
(E/P) IX,“= 1 JZ, we have a contradiction to the boundedness of T. 
By induction, pick (n(i)) and k(i)) so that for each i, (n(i), k(i)) E I and 
SO that Zi+jIan(i),k(jjI is much smaller than E. By standard perturbations we 
may assume CE,(~,,~(~) = 0 for i # j. Consider the composite map S, 
where J is the inclusion, P is the natural projection, and M, is the multi- 
pler with M,(C aixkciJ) = C ai;lixkcij with 2; = an;;1 k(i). (M, is bounded 
since E< I~l,,(~r,~(~~] d /I Tll.) Clearly, th e b ounded map’s does S(c a,x,(,)) = 
C ajxkcij which implies (xncj,) dominates (xkciJ) which is impossible in virtue 
of Theorem 1.1 and the fact that n(i) #k(i) for all i. 1 
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4. HYPERSPACES AND SQUARES 
We need some notation for the next lemma. Let 6 = (aj) E d and let (uj) 
and (~7) be as in (0.6) and (1.4). Define P = P” to be the map 
Px = c u/+(x) uj. (4.1) 
Define Wj = (Uzj- i - uzi)/$ and w; = (w&i - us)/4 and define Q = Q” 
to be the map 
Qx = c w,*(x) wj. (4.2) 
Now we can state the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. For each 6 E A, both P = P6 and Q = Qs are bounded projec- 
tions in each of the spaces E, F, G, and H. Also in these four spaces, (wi) 
is a symmetric basis and [w;] is a complemented subspace. 
Proof Consider first the space E. It is known [3, p. 291 that (uj) is 
equivalent to the summing basis in c for all n and (a,) we have 
Suppose x E [eilE has finite support. For each k we can find z = (rj) E A so 
that zj = aj for 16 j < k and for j > k, zj A support of x = a. It follows that 
E,(x) = Ix;= 1 u;“(x)1 d IIxII. Hence 
Iii, u?(x) uj /( ~“+“‘,~“,~n j~l~,?~) ~(l+E)IIXiI . . I I 
and IlPxll d (1 + E) llxll. 
Since in E, (uj) is the summing basis, (w,) is equivalent to the usual c0 
basis which is symmetric. Moreover, Q restricted to [uj] is easily checked 
to be a bounded projection. Since on E, Q = QP, we have IlQll < co on E. 
Next consider the space G. Since the basis (e,) in G is l-unconditional, 
the inequality (4.3) implies (uj) (and hence (wj)) is equivalent to the usual 
basis for I,. We have a similar estimate cj”= 1 luT(x)l G,(x) d llxllc to show 
llPllG < co. Again Q = QP and l\QllG < co. 
Since (uj) and (w,) are orthonormal sequences in I,, the projections P 
and Q are norm one maps on I,. Clearly both (uj) and (w,) are symmetric 
basic sequences in 12. Interpolation [4, p. 2271 proves P and Q are 
bounded on both F and H. 
To see (w,) is symmetric in F and H, let r,(C E~w.~) = C o”~w=( jJ for any 
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permutation TC. Since T,Q = T,l c,,il is continuous on E, G, and I2 it is 
continuous on both F and H. The proof is complete. 1 
THEOREM 4.2. Let X he one of the spaces E, F, G, or H. Then X is 
isomorphic to each of its hyperplanes and X has a complemented subspace Y 
which is isomorphic to its square Y@ Y. 
Proof Let Y= [wi] from the lemma. Y is a complemented subspace 
with a symmetric basis. Symmetric spaces are isomorphic to their square. 
Also the shift is an isomorphism on Y. As Banach noted [ 1, p. 1121, X 
having a complemented subspace Y with Y isomorphic to its hyperplanes, 
implies X is isomorphic to its hyperplanes. 1 
5. A BOUNDED NON-ISOMORPHIC SHIFT 
PROPOSITION 5.1. There is a basis (e,) for a Banach space X so that the 
shift L(C cr,e,) = x a,, 1 ei is bounded but the shifr R(C cc,e,) = C cr,e,+, is 
not bounded. 
Construction. Let I be the upper triangular index set given by 
Let xi,j be the usual unit vectors on I and let (e,) be (x,.,) in the order 
Let (p(i)) be a strictly decreasing sequence of reals with p( 1) = 2 and 
lim p(i) = 1. Define a norm on the span of (x~,~)(~, jJE, by 
11 za;,jxi,j =(j,(J, lai,jlp(i)~(i’)1’2~ 
That is, (xi,,)]: I spans lPcij for any row i and the rows are summed in an 
I,-sense. Clearly the space is @,, (x,2 r IPci,). 
Since R maps (x;,~),” i+ r onto (xi+ ,,j),E i+ r and hence attempts to map 
lPcij into IPci+ r) with p(i) > p(i + l), it follows that R is not bounded. On the 
other hand L can be written as the sum of two bounded operators. The 
first maps (x,,~)PO,~ onto (x,~~,~~,),?!~, since p(l)=2 and the rows are 
summed in the I, sense, this is an isomorphism between 1, subspaces. The 
second maps (x~,~),,,,,~~ onto (x~-,,~)~,,,~~, hence the ith row which is 
IPuJ is mapped into the (i- 1)st row which IS lPciP ,). But p(i- 1) > p(i) and 
this time the map is bounded. 
Note that the triangular shape of I was critical in this construction. 
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